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Sitting at home during this Covid 19 lockdown has had it's ups and downs. Who could have ever imagined
one year ago that we would be in this position. All being “normal” by now we would have given thanks to the
Johannesburg Centre for hosting Golden Gate and the next hosting Centre would have begun planning the
next National Gathering. It was not to be. We truly are living in different and indeed difficult times.
I think every day of how much hurt and suffering this pandemic has brought to so many South Africans and
indeed globally. There is always someone worse off than you. God has a plan. I read the other day "Nothing in
life has to be feared, it is only to be understood. Now is the time to understand more, so that we may fear
less".
Obviously this has not left TSCC unaffected. Most notably we had to postpone our National Gathering,
Golden Gate, to April 2021. My heart goes out to Norman Bull and his Johannesburg organising committee.
They had put in so much hard work and were virtually "ready to go". We have agreed to support this
committee in filling any gaps created by this postponement and stand at the ready to get involved. So we are
now all focusing on Golden Gate April 2021.
This has been a time more than ever before to think out of the box. This is of course easier said than done
when so many club members are involved and under such prohibiting restrictions. Our members are also of
an aging population and at varying levels of the electronic age technology access. Nevertheless some
Centres have organised "Social distancing" picnics, Cape Town Centre, and visits to the roadhouse diner
without getting out of their cars, Pretoria Centre, and Cape Town Centre having Zoom meetings/noggins. Well
done. I commend and encourage any activities that will not compromise the lockdown restrictions. I call on all
Centres to share their innovative activities so that we can all learn from each other and keep the club wheels
turning.
Covid 19 has allowed me to move into my new workshop and get it organised. My TR6 would have arrived at
the 2020 gathering incomplete. Now hopefully, with the extra time, it will be at Golden Gate 2021 completed.
If plan "A" does not work out don't despair the alphabet has 25 other letters.
The other day the Archbishop of Cape Town said "Be strong. Stand firm in faith. Take heed. Have courage,
and do not be afraid".
Not all of us agree with wearing a mask, but then again, not everyone agrees with a
loved one getting sick and dying either.
"Let everyone sweep in front of his own door and the whole world will be clean".
Stick to the rules. Stay safe and God bless you all.
Your Chairman
Geoff Kriel
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Hello Everyone
Thank You Geoff, for that encouraging Chairman’s Chat.
I guess everyone is trying to navigate one way or another this strange year we all find ourselves in. The rules
say one thing and the virus says another, and most things seem to be in conflict with most other things.
But we shall prevail, and we must remain Triumphant always.
This 2020 edition of Sabrina starts from “Hiding in the Garage - 27 March 2020” and goes to “Time for an
Outing? - 30 August 2020” and covers the first 3 quarters of 2020 in this edition. I
have called it :
The 2020 COVERT EDITION of Sabrina!
COVERT meaning— (as an adjective) - not openly acknowledged or displayed.
“covert operations against the dictatorship” (secret/future)
OR
COVERT meaning—(as a noun) 1. a thicket in which game can hide.
2. in ornithology
A feather covering the base of a main flight or tail feather, of a bird.
The use of COVERT in a sentence:


As an adjective. The definition of covert is secret or hidden. An example of covert is: a spy’s secret plan
for getting out of the country.



As a noun. A covert is defined as a shelter or a place to hide. An example of covert is: hiding in a
basement during a bad storm.

So take your pick, but this edition of Sabrina is one of the above.
In other words hidden or covered up! So guys are any of these definitions ringing true for you right now…………
I wonder?
By now, I am sure, you have all got used to being covert in everything you do now days. This pandemic has
certainly brought out the “covertness” in all of us.
I know nobody is happy right now, and frustration and anger and fear and many more negative emotions are
raising their ugly head, but we should all try to stay calm and safe and focus on our Triumphs instead, as this
pandemic too shall pass.
I have had very little -to -no feedback from anyone during this time, with the exception of a few brave and
cheerful souls. So for me personally I shall rename this edition of Sabrina the Nols, René and Helen covert
edition of the year two thousand and twenty! Why? Because the three of us (suitably, socially and physically
distanced) contributed in the most part to this edition. Thanks must also go to the few others who sent me
their contributions (directly or indirectly) Geoff Kriel, Bill Flynn, Jamie Hart, Norman Bull, Walter Muller,
Gerhard Vorster and 2 of the John’s from Jo’burg. (J.C and J.D)
Cheers 4 Now…………..Helen
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FROM THE GARDEN CHAIR / UIT DIE TUINSTOEL
GARDEN ROUTE TRIUMPH CLUB NEWS BULLETIN #7: JUNE 2020
Dear fellow Triumph club members / Beste medeTriumph-klublede
As we find ourselves in the fourth month of lockdown due to our government's response to the Chinese Corona flu, I
have to apologise for not producing a news bulletin last month. I will not blame you if you thought that the garden
(route) chair's occupant also fell victim to the dreaded Covid-19 pandemic. Fortunately not, but without any news to
share during May, remaining quiet was a meaningful option.
Club activities
Since our last event on leap year's day, our club activities came to a complete standstill, and as a result, some of us
appear to become a little restless. We have a need to take the Triumph out on an airing again and to blow the cobwebs
out of their engines. However, there is a bright side too: my two TRs have never been so economical on gas; at the
moment I am getting at least four weeks to the litre!
A few years ago I had a phone call from a young farmer in Namaqualand wanting to sell his Spitfire. Asking him why he
wants to sell, it became clear that it was as a result of non-usage when he said: 'Oom, die kar staan homself stukkend!'
Well, in order to prevent the same fate hitting our Triumphs during lockdown and the prohibition of organised cultural
and club events still in force, Dennis has come up with an ingenious proposal. A coincidental and informal stop on our
way to Knysna at a 'nostalgic place' as the solution. I believe you have all been informed via our group whats.app. of
the impromptu pit stop along the N2 on the 24th.
Once lockdown regulations softens and permit formal club activities again we can resume our program of organised
events. If I remember correctly it will be Jon's turn to choose a venue and activity.
TSCC of SA National Gathering
As you all know the lockdown regulations forced Norman Bull and his team in Johannesburg to postpone the event. Uncertainty about current conditions prevailing made a new date for this year impossible. However, I received a save the
date note from Norman yesterday informing us that a new date in 2021 have been negotiated at Golden Gate: 23 to
27 April. I interpret this to mean arrival on Friday 23 April, and departure on Tuesday 27 April. While negotiations at
Golden Gate is a little difficult due to a skeleton staff operating at present, Norman confirmed that accommodation
payments made for this year's event will be valid next year.
Next issue of Sabrina
I also received a note from Helen Flynn, Sabrina editor, in which she requests contributions for publication in the upcoming Sabrina. I quote: ' I would like your Covid-19 stories specifically, it does not necessarily have to include a
Triumph car story, but it can'. 'Let's have your take on the pandemic, without getting too political or critical.... Your
articles should be sent to this e-mail address: flynnstonefarm@gmail.com In case you want to send a what’s app
Helen's number is 082 9265793. ( Helen’s note: “No such luck!”)
Once again Helen will be sending the Sabrina to the e-mail address of each regional chairman who has the
responsibility to pass it on their respective regional club members. Please guys, if your e-mail address has changed
please inform me asap otherwise you will not receive the next issue of Sabrina. (Helen’s note: “Hopefully this will
happen.”)
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Stag anniversary
By this time many of you may already be aware that the Triumph Stag was launched in June 1970. It is now exactly 50
years later, and that calls for a golden anniversary by Stag owners and enthusiasts. Two of our members, Dennis and
Gordon, are currently owners and they may want to throw a 'stag party' of a different kind. Dennis and Gordon, if you
are so overwhelmed by the sentiment of the occasion that you feel the need to have the Stag engine cam cover's colour changed from silver to gold, please don't let me ever find out. Rather have some gold icing sugar on the anniversary
cake and invite me to join your commemorative English high tea!
That's all, and 'Cheers vir eers!'
Nols

FROM THE GARDEN CHAIR / UIT DIE TUINSTOEL
GARDEN ROUTE TRIUMPH CLUB NEWS BULLETIN #8: JULY 2020
Dear Triumph Garden Routers / Beste Triumph Tuinroeteniers
What started on 27 March as a temporary 3 week lockdown to "flatten the curve" has now progressed to day 112 of
abnormality and a situation totally unlike we have ever experienced before. Fortunately all our members are still in
good health, as far as I know, and I am very pleased with our resolve to keep it that way.
The latest statistics at my disposal concerning the situation in the Garden Route is already one week old and I am sure
that matters have by now become even worse. On 9 July the Garden Route District reported a total of 2241 positive
Covid-19 cases, 47 deaths, with 1219 still active at that stage and 68 in hospital. In other words, our own doorstep has
become dangerous.
I know that we miss our club outings in our beloved Triumphs and that we would like to see one another again, but I am
afraid our relative 'abstinence' from our regular level of club activities have been for a good cause apart from the fact
that club meetings and social affairs have become prohibited. However, we still need to hang in there and be patient
for a while. Unfortunately the majority of our members fall in the age group where our health is far more at risk than
that of the younger generation.
Having said this, another 'unofficial' little outing while observing all safety regulations may not be out of place at all.
Restaurants have been opened again and one with a sit-down facility outside the building and space for social
distancing might be the answer. If Jon in the meanwhile would like to put his thinking cap on I am sure our members
would have no serious objections.
Previous run
Thank you Dennis for organising our run to Nostalgia on 24 June. The weather was great and we enjoyed breakfast in
rustic surroundings. It was so good to see the following members attending: Dennis (TR3A), Jon and Wendy (TR3A) accompanied by Brian and Karen in their lovely newly rebuilt TR3A on its maiden club run. It was good to see Geoff in his
nice red TR3 again while yours truly and Chris Smit represented the non-Sidescreeners in the 4A. Heinz took the Volvo
for an airing while Norman Frost (Austin Healy) and another friend (sorry, name forgotten) in an MGA from Knysna
completed the picture.
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GARDEN ROUTE TRIUMPH CLUB NEWS BULLETIN # 9: AUG 2020
Dear fellow Triumphant Garden Routers / Beste Triumph-vriende aan die Tuinroete
I have to apologise for this rather late issue of my monthly news bulletin. Cathy and I have been away for a
week in order to see the wild spring flowers along the West Coast and the southern part of Namaqualand.
This was a quick decision when the long term weather forecast showed five sunny days in succession from
Wednesday last week to Sunday. The trip of more than 2100 km to Hartenbos and back provided a great
opportunity to marvel at one of the greatest gifts of nature. Following the President's announcement on 15th
August that level 2 of the lockdown will commence on 18th August, a lot of people to also decided to do the
flower thing, in turn causing accommodation bookings to become quite a challenge all of a sudden. Unlike
the previous flower tour about five years ago I decided to use the Ranger bakkie this time and that gave us
more freedom to travel on otherwise inaccessible roads allowing us to see some really brilliant fields of
colour. What a great privilege!
Previous club outing
Jon Lewis arranged for us to get together on Saturday, 1st August, at the Buffelsbaai /Bay Restaurant. Fortunately the weather played along allowing us to have brunch and alcohol free drinks on the deck overlooking
the sea. Due to social distancing protocols we did not manage to be seated all together at one table but we
enjoyed the convivial company of the following of our members: Jon and Wendy (TR3A), Dennis and Jo
(TR3A), Brian (TR3A), yours truly and Cathy (TR4A), Bram (TR7), Heinz and Paula (BMW), Geoff and Norma
(Jaguar).
Annual General Meeting
Notice is hereby given of the AGM of the TRIUMPH SPORTS CAR CLUB: GARDEN ROUTE CENTRE, to be held
on SUNDAY, 11th OCTOBER 2020 at 11:00 at the home of Heinz and Paula Koncki, 12 BLOEKOM AVE,
HEATHERLANDS, GEORGE. The meeting will be concluded with a bring and braai from 12:00.
AGENDA
1. Welcome, attendance, apologies and constitution
2. Minutes of the 2019 AGM
3. Chairman's Report
4. Financial Report
5. Regalia Report
6. Nomination and election of new office bearers
7. Membership matters: fees and indemnities
8.Events calendar 2020/2021
9. General
10. Closure
Members unable to attend can send their proxies by email to the current chairman at
nols.pienaar@gmail.com or the secretary at cook.dennis001@gmail.com not later than 10 October.
Matters under 'General' can be tabled before closure of the agenda and before proceeding to second item on
the agenda. Otherwise members are free to submit items in writing by email to the chair at the address given
above.
Notice of the AGM appears well ahead of time and that should give members ample time to think about matters that they would like to see on the agenda and to consider making themselves available to serve on the
committee. Should we not think about a proper club newsletter/magazine and the appointment of an editor
for that purpose? I myself would be very happy to stand down as chair in favour of a younger more energetic
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Notice of the AGM appears well ahead of time and that should give members ample time to think about matters that they would like to see on the agenda and to consider making themselves available to serve on the
committee. Should we not think about a proper club newsletter/magazine and the appointment of an editor
for that purpose? I myself would be very happy to stand down as chair in favour of a younger more energetic
and visionary person to take the club forward.
Finally, a sincere word of appreciation and thanks to Heinz and Paula for hosting us once again.
Personal car matters
The tyres on our TR6 still look great and hardly used but they have become old, and as a result of two
previous very nasty experiences of old steel belt radials looking brand new, I decided not to tempt fate any
further. The correct specified size tyre (165/80 x 15) turned out to be scarcer than hen's teeth locally. Not
even the usual suppliers in Gauteng could provide the required size to local tyre outlets. I was therefore
forced to deviate from the correct specs and to look at alternative available sizes. As most of you are likely to
know, the nearest size is a 195/65 x 15, being about 10 mm shorter in circumference. Although not ideal,
the 5,5J width of the TR6 rim could only just accommodate the considerably wider size before side wall
instability becomes a problem. Without much enthusiasm I decided to take the plunge. My aversion to non
standard specs on a car is no secret at all.
Problem no. 2 then surfaced. Nobody in Mossel Bay, and as far as I could ascertain also in George for that
matter, has the facility to balance wire wheels off the car. However, I eventually discovered that Van Rooyen
Propshafts and CV's in Mossel Bay does high speed balancing on the car. While not my first choice, it turned
out to be the only choice for me because one has to be very careful when removing a wheel that it is fitted
back in exactly the same position. Why am I sharing this experience? Maybe some of our members would end
up with the same problem in future and could therefore also try this less than ideal remedy.
Cheers vir eers! Nols.
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This Chairman’s Chat was taken from the Cape Town newsletter—Whale Tales—July 2020, as is the editorial.
CHAIRMAN’S CHAT - Gerhard Vorster—Cape Town
I cannot believe how time flies – Last year this time it was only April. We are now past the 100 day mark of the lockdown and I guess most of you are used to the new normal, with having to sanitise hands and wearing masks whenever
you leave your house. We are looking forward to the rest of the year and believe that things can only get better.
A number of our members have been working on projects and maintenance of their cars during the lockdown, Tim Kent
TR4, me TR7v8, Colin Maggs TR3A, Chris Cockett Spitfire, Roger Tyler Spitfire, Jamie Hart TR4A to name a few and then
Frank is working on Andre’s Stag, hope to see it on the road soon…. Danie Barkhuisen also had a shoulder operation a
couple of weeks ago and we are wishing him a speedy recovery and we are looking forward to catching up with our
friends and fellow TRIUMPH enthusiasts. Brian McKirdy’s TR3A landed safely in Scotland and Brian is now busy sorting
the licensing out.
That’s it for now, please do keep safe and join us for the picnic, would love to see you.
Triumphant Regards,
Gerhard Vorster

THE EDITOR’S DESK - Jamie Hart—Cape Town
Although the pandemic is getting worse, as predicted, in terms of infections, hopefully we are ate the point of the curve
where things may slow down and we can get back to some sort of normality.
We are getting the club website up and running again through the good services of Roger Tyler. It seems to have been
in abeyance for a long time and the committee felt that in this day and age for a new member to go to a website and
find it was last updated in 2017 is a no no! There is a fair amount of work to do but we hope that it will be up and
running pretty soon. The address is www.capetriumph.za.org
The next important task is to update the information contained in it, those with new projects start writing!!
The zoom meetings seem to be working out reasonably well, some members are having difficulty using the link we send
out and there are also issues with bandwidth and general connectivity. Please let us know if you are still having
problems and we will see what we can do to get you connected. It is great to see old faces such as Tom Dougan and
Brian McKirdy using the new technology but I still miss the good old fashioned personal interaction. We had our Rotary
President’s induction meeting last week as a virtual meeting and had guests from the UK, Sweden, Australia and the
USA. That was really wonderful but somehow it felt second best to a good dinner dance and the ability to chat with real
life humans. Maybe this will become the new normal, certainly for certain meetings, but I for one really miss the social
interaction at noggins and real live functions!
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NATIONALS 2020—2021????

Nationals 2020/2021

Half the year has passed….and we all can show very little…..but a lot of frustrations!!!!!!
Your Joburg team was all ready and in top gear to host the Nationals at the end of April this year.
We even had a think-tank braai in March to look at some ideas in the judging of our treasured Triumph’s…..then one
week later the team goes into neutral because of the sudden lockdown….but we have not given up….we will host the
next Nationals.
With all the changes to our “Normal” lives, your team thought that this pandemic would be over in a short while,,,,but
the Chinese stuff ???? it up….so we looked at the longer term of this pandemic, and decided to reschedule our Gathering to 2021…..in the hope that our country can revert back to some sort of “normal”,-- with our members feeling more
at ease and healthier for our meeting in 2021.
We have managed (with difficulty) to reschedule our National Gathering , at Golden Gate….for the 23-27 April 2021.
At this point in time, the resort and the other venues have very limited staff …so we will wait until we can travel to the
area to refinalise the details of our Gathering. We request members not to communicate with Golden Gate until we
have negotiated all the details . We will keep members posted.
In the meantime….SAVE THE DATE……23-27 April 2021.
Please keep safe, but do not neglect your Triumph….give it a run ,,,,just to loosen the oil seals…and your adrenalin.
Norman Bull

Dear Triumph friends,
I trust you are all well during these tumultuous times we are currently living in. Like most of you our daily lives have
mainly been confined and with limited movement beyond the safety of our homes. Our club members here in
Bloemfontein are doing well under the circumstances. Eleanor had a brief stint in hospital to have some tests
performed and to receive treatment but luckily she is now home safe and sound. The experience is of course
unpleasant and nerve-wracking since you are not allowed to visit her in hospital at all and the patients have to wear
masks even while in their beds. I suppose the home-based life does have some advantages since we are entering flu
season and temperatures in Bloemfontein have literally become freezing. Hopefully we will be shielded from the annual
flu bug and our new microbial aquittance Covid-19.
As for the Triumphs, they have also had to adjust to a more in-door life. Our Triumph rarely leaves the garage now and
is, for the most part, connected to a trickle charger.
I wish you all good health and hopefully some time with your loved-ones in spite of the lockdown regulations.
Best, Walter Muller.
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AUGUST 2020
Before and after this *** **pandemic, our Triumph Club has and will continue to exist and prosper. Our National Gathering of 2020 at Golden Gate has moved to 2021, at about the same date and venue. Thankfully
Norman Bull of the JHB centre has this under control as best as circumstances allow. Some of us have paid
in full, others deposits only, so at least the cost is mostly behind us. I would not be surprised should the hotel
rates be re-adjusted as our countries Tourism and Hospitality sectors have been severely damaged. It’s not
Golden Gate’s fault, nor is it ours, that we could not go, and to expect them to carry this loss alone may not
be fair. We may have to dig a little deeper into our already empty pockets if we want to participate.
This does not sit too well with me, but our beloved South Africa needs everyone to economically join hands on
the way forward. So I encourage all of our members Nationally to please stay positive about our Triumph
Club, especially the forthcoming Nationals.
Hopefully this covid-19 scare has made us all re-think our vulnerable position in life. I strongly encourage all
of our members to enjoy our Classic Car Hobby forward, for the time that we are still able to be mobile. I’m
pretty sure that deep down we are all yearning to be out and about at our (always) superb Triumph National
Gathering.
I guess most of our members have had time to work on their cars, so hopefully we will see some great newly
restored and clean Triumphs at our next concours event.
I also strongly believe that our Pretoria Triumph Club needs new leadership with fresh and different ideas and
direction. I also believe that our clubs communication forward is much more effective via Social Media. Our
Pretoria Club’s “What’s App” chat group, as well as out PTSCC Events Group, is alive and well. The info
regarding our future runs as well as photo’s of recent outings, is almost instant, and even better is the fact
almost everyone participates and responds. Our Pretoria Triumph Facebook page, started by Eddie Gurnell,
has been very well received by those who prescribe to Facebook, plus can be “shared” to our personal
Facebook networks/friends/followers. This gives our Triumph Club a much larger MEDIA FOOTPRINT. This to
my mind negates the viability of our Pretoria Triumph Herald newsletter, (which was sent out via e-mail
anyway)
Having said this, and given it some serious thought, I will not be making myself available for the Chairman
position come our October 2020 AGM.
I trust a new natural leader must and will emerge. It’s not that big a deal to “run the club”, it just needs fresh
thinking, ideas and enthusiasm. This then is my final official communication to Sabrina, but I will continue
submitting Triumph related and other interesting car related info for our members to peruse.
I trust we will all be alive and well and ready to “Be On The Road Again” as so aptly sung by Willie Nelson.
TRIUMPHANT GREETINGS to you all.
Bill Flynn
Chairman PTSCC.
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REPORT BACK ON THE 2020 CLARENS NATIONAL GATHERING.
By René de Villiers.
For those of you who could not attend the above National Gathering, let me say you have missed a
magnificent event, which is sure to be the topic of dinner party conversations for many years to come.
Seeing that Eddie and I both live in Mondeor, a suburb on the south-west edge of Johannesburg, and
sometimes called Soweto Ext 1, we decided to travel together in convoy to Clarens in the north-east Orange
Free State, the venue of our 21st National Gathering.
We left on Friday morning 1st May 2020 and the weather was just perfect. We marvelled
at how light the traffic was all the way, and for no particular reason that we could think
of.
So, we trundled along with nearly all of the road to ourselves. Just outside Heidelberg
there was a road block manned by a whole squad of Police armed with guns and automatic rifles and a few
bazookas.

We thought there must have been a bank robbery nearby and we were glad that they were out there to
protect us. They all wore face masks, so I could not really tell one from the other. They wanted to know why
we, also, were not wearing face masks, but we said we were dressed quite warmly , thank you very much,
and that we were quite used to travelling in sports cars without weather equipment such as side-screens.
They said we had to wear face-masks because of the Chinese ‘flu, but Eddie was quick to point out that we
did not know any Chinese people, so they had no answer to that one. They then said they would have to
detain us, but they could let us go if we bought them some KFC because they were quite hungry. Again,
Eddie pointed out that they did not look under-fed at all, especially the ladies. So again, they did not have
any answer to that. In the end we agreed to buy them some Coca-Cola because by now it was quite hot
outside, to which they agreed, and they sent us on our way. The rest of the road trip was uneventful.
When we arrived at the hotel the guard on duty told us that the place was closed but seeing we outnumbered
him we had no problems in getting in. Using the map Norman sent us we also had no problem finding our
chalets. The catering could have been a lot better, but seeing that we had braai packs we got along just fine.
The hotel manager then came and have a chat with us. He too, referred to this Chinese ‘flu, and that there
was a quarantine in place. We, of course, knew all about the Spanish ‘flu, but that happened more than a
hundred years ago. We concluded that the whole of the OFS was a bit of a backwater as far as provinces go,
seeing they were not keeping up with international developments. The manager also told us that they had to
close because they had received so many cancellations. Apparently, now that the international credit rating
agency Stand-on-end and Pour had joined the Finch rating agency in declaring the country as a junk yard
(which I understand is just one step up from being a ship-hole country) the economy was sinking fast. As a
result many people, and especially older people, could not afford to put petrol in their cars for the trip to
Clarens. Which is something I find quite puzzling, because every time I go to the filling station I still just put
in R50,00 petrol in my tank just as I have always done. So, I do not see what all the fuss is about. Anyway
having the place to ourselves was nice because we did not have to worry about other drivers taking up space
on the roads, especially if one wants to take a short-cut up a one-way street, which I find can save a lot of
time.
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The next day we full-out prepared for the Concours competition. At first I did not feel like entering my car in
the difficult D’Etat category because I felt that the car was not up to the exacting standards required in this
competition. Anyway, Eddie eventually convinced me to enter my car and I am glad I did. The scoring sheets
have been made much more scientific, so that points are now awarded on one-tenths of points instead of
quarter points like in the past.
The upshot of this was that my car, which in the past on a good day could only score about forty percent, now
scored close on ninety percent which earned me a gold medal. We held the concours on the lawn between
the gents and ladies tee for the first hole because this was the closest to our bungalows. The grounds man
chirped a bit about our choice of place, but we reminded him that we were paying customers, and were, in
fact, the ones paying his salary albeit indirectly. He slunk off muttering obscenities.

If you think he made a fuss about the place where we held the concours, you should have heard him go off
about the gymkhana which we held on the 18th putting green just outside the main club house. We told him
we needed a nice level piece of ground with not too much dust and he could not argue against that. The
putt itself was a bit in the way, but a partly used roll of toilet paper took care of that problem chop, chop.
Here is a tip for all you guys who find it hard to keep that tennis ball in the plate on the bonnet of your car.
Just use a nice big blob of press-stick and: Hey! Presto! (if I may be permitted a bit of a pun), no problemo!
Also, here is a tip for organisers of gymkhanas: please do not use those little traffic cones to lay out the
course. You can now get traffic cones that are about six foot tall which makes it a lot easier to see for people
who wear glasses, which most of us do. That is if you can find your glasses.

Down-town Clarens is not much of a place to write about. Everybody seems to sell either clothes or food or
art . They told us they were only allowed to sell winter clothes during the “lock-down”, and although their
shops were not locked up (or down) they got around this by telling everybody they were selling winter clothes.
If you really wanted something on the thin (summer) side, all you had to do was to buy two of each item and
wear them doubled up. We had a bit of a problem to buy food at restaurants because they, too, had to
change the way they did business because of this mysterious ‘flu. They said they could only sell
take-aways which they had to deliver to us. But we found an easy way around this: We just parked in the
street outside, ordered food on the cell phone, and had them deliver it to us in the car. No problem, and
again we could not see what the fuss was all about. I had a bit of a scratchy throat, and every time I
coughed I noticed that people around me ducked out of the way. I think it was because of the garlic pizza I
had for supper the previous evening.
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Then it was time for our BGM. Fortunately we had collected enough proxies so we had a legal quorum, and
we could proceed with said meeting. The good news is that the old committee was re-elected in toto. For
this we relied on the old tried and tested legal maxim of “qui silentium non est protestare” which means that
if you do not speak up, you are deemed to consent. And, with no one objecting, everyone was re-elected.
Congratulations, team! It could not happen to a nicer bunch of people.
An item which we talked a lot about over drinks was the trailering of cars to a National Gathering. It seems
that some Club members feel that those who trailer their cars to a National Gathering had an unfair
advantage over others when it came to the awarding of concours judging points. We took note of the fact
that as members got older their blood got thinner (or was that thicker? I forget). Anyway, the point was that
they felt colder than in the past when they were younger which meant they had to bring more and more warm
stuff with them as the years went by. So, after protracted discussions it was decided to, instead, award extra
points to the Club member who pulled the biggest trailer behind his/her TR in which to pack all this extra
stuff.

Triumph
Nationals
2020

Another point which was raised was that some Club members felt that the Club was becoming far to
legalistic with too many rules. Instead, it was felt, that rules should be relaxed progressively until there were
none. Again, we talked about this a lot, but in the end it was decided that on the contrary there was indeed
room for a few more rules and for some additional legal maxims that could be adopted and be worked into
the constitution in some way with the BGM.

The catering left a lot to be desired, so we got on with the prize-giving right away. It came as no surprise that
Eddie waltzed off with First Place Concours D’Etat as well as First Place Concours D’Elegance. Sorry for you
guys in the rest of the country, the Johannesburg Centre scored the most points and scooped up the National Centre Prize. Yours truly got the prize for travelling the furthest to the event. Seeing as I live about 300
metres further than Eddie from the freeway, I pipped him to the post for this one. He says that next time he
will drive around the block a few times thus adding half a kilometre or so to his distance travelled, and thus
turn the tables on me.
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The trip back was uneventful, although we met the same crowd at the same road block outside Heidelberg.
At least, I think it was the same crowd. Some more Coca-Cola cooled the flaring tempers and we were off on
the last stretch of theN3 back home.

Again, for those of you who could not make it for whatever reason, you missed a good one!
René de Villiers.
6 May 2020.
(Text by René de Villiers, cartoon art by Helen )

Concours
Judging
for one !

Clairvoyants at the 2018 National Gathering, busy practicing for the 2020 National Gathering with correct
protocols in place…….starting with the social distancing………..(unfortunately nobody had thought to make
masks back then in 2018…..)
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From: Norman Bull <normanb0147@gmail.com>
Sent: 17 August 2020 11:42
To: John Crowther <johncr@hotmail.co.za>
Subject: Time for an outing???
Greetings to Triumph members....trust you have all been safe and well during this long lockdown period.
Thanks to Mike for opening up a TR What’s App group...I hope some of the input kept some members sane… and others motivated to
work on their Triumphs.....hope to see some of these "new" cars in the not too distant future.
Our last Noggin was held at VVC in March...a braai to help us think of better ideas of judging at the Nationals. WELL.. . the scheduled
Nationals in May... got put to bed quickly with the announcement of the lockdown and the pandemic.
Your committee then managed to reschedule the Nationals to end April 2021....when hopefully some type of "normality" will return.
Whilst in lockdown, we welcome the following new members:
Nick Gamble, Rory Alcock and Vincent Meliet...hope to see you soon with your Triumphs.
With the move to Level 2 lockdown, and the possibility of some light at the end of the Co-vid Tunnel....here are my thoughts...Sunday
30th August.. (but lets give it the next 2 weeks to see if there is improvement.)
I am thinking of a good run, maybe around Hartebeespoort area, or Magalies...and then end up at Glenburn lodge for a braai....this is
an Open air venue with braai facilities and under cover option....and very private......if anyone has any other suggestions re venue or
route, please come forward.
I suggest that the Pretoria members join us for the day… and discuss the way forward for future events.
Given the advanced age of our Triumphs, and members.. .an open air type venue, rather than a restaurant, makes sense to me.
Awaiting your feedback……. Cheers Norman.

And so it was….between the two clubs Jo’burg and Pretoria, we all ended up at Glenburn Lodge for our
“covert Braai” We were all suitably masked and sanitized when we arrived, and we even kept socially
distanced from our uninvited guests too. Our Triumphs were also suitably masked as well. Eddie Gurnell
from our Pretoria club also arranged a lovely long 100km route for the Pretoria guys, through Thaba
Tshwane, (previously Voortrekkerhoogte), Muldersdrift, Pelindaba, and the Kroomdraai area so we did a
lovely “draai” to get to Glenburn Lodge. The lovely draai was more for a pleasant drive than to avoid any
“covert” roadblocks to check for “masks” etc, etc…) - Helen.

Cars and occupants suitably “masked”
Glenburn Lodge, River Lapa

We kept to the correct social distancing protocols, even from our uninvited guests.
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From: JOHN DOBBINS <dobbins@iafrica.com>
Sent: 31 August 2020 07:24
To: 'John Crowther' <johncr@hotmail.co.za>
Subject: Sundays Club Run

Thanks for your appreciative comments, John. Cheers,

My thanks to Gino and Norman for organising a most pleasant run
on Sunday.
It was most refreshing to be out and about again and be in tha
company of like minded friends and I counted about 19 cars so
thanks to those who turn up in their Triumphs and others and also
a big thanks to the Pretoria Centre for the braai fires and their
company
Regards John Dobbins.

John C.

When Gold was discovered and a General was shot here!
DRIVE YOUR TRIUMPH DAY – by Rene De Villiers—10th February 2020
3 pictures to add IMG_0815…..0818…….0820
(Hi All, FYI, I submitted the email hereunder i.r.o. the Drive Your Triumph day. Regards Rene)

From: rene de villiers [mailto:rdevilliersemail@telkomsa.net]
Sent: 10 February 2020 05:19 PM
To: 'driveyourtriumphday@gmail.com'
Subject: Gold discovered, and General shot in road block here.
Rye Livingston, Activities Chairman, Triumph Travellers Sports Car Club, Northern California. USA.
Hello Rye,

DRIVE YOUR TRIUMPH DAY 10th February 2020.
Congratulations on your initiative to which I would like to make my own modest contribution.
I am sending you three photographs I took today.
The first two form a set and were taken at the spot where gold was first discovered in South Africa in 1886.
The third photograph was taken at the spot where General Koos de la Rey, known as The Lion of Western
Transvaal, a General at the time of the 1914 Rebellion in South Africa was accidentally shot to death on 15th
September 1914 at a road block set up for a gang of bank robbers.
All three photos were taken in an area named Langlaagte (In English: Longdale or Long Glen) just west of
Johannesburg.
Permit me to expand on both themes:
Gold discovered.
Prospectors long suspected that there was gold to be found in the ridge named Witwatersrand (The Ridge of
White Waters). The ridge is, in fact, the watershed for rivers in the Transvaal (today known as Gauteng, place
of gold). The exact watershed spot is actually where the Constitutional Court of South Africa is located.
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When Gold was discovered and a General was shot here!
At that point all rivers either flow into the Indian Ocean or into the Atlantic Ocean. In 1886 two itinerant
prospectors, George Harrison and George Walker stumbled across the outcropping which was destined to
become by far the largest and richest gold bonanza the world has ever known. Within a year or two 10 000
steam driven stamp mills were in operation on the approximately 50 kilometre long gold reef stretching from
Randfontein in the west to Springs in the east going at it day and night.
By the time of the Empire Exhibition of 1939 nearly all of these stamp mills had disappeared, making way for
more modern methods of extracting gold from gold bearing ore. One of the then gold magnates, one
J.B.Robinson had overseen the dumping of one such stamp mill in a deep mine shaft shortly before he
retired. After a search of some seven years involving interviews with many ex-miners and the sinking of
various shafts the last remaining stamp mill was found and restored to its former glory. In 2003 the George
Patterson Park was proclaimed in Langlaagte and the stamp mill was erected on the very site where my TR3
was parked today. Over the past twenty years or so, the stamp mill was vandalised and had to be re-located
yet again. This time to the Johannesburg City Centre, in Hollard street, site of the old Johannesburg Stock
Exchange where in a protected environment it stands to this day.
In the photograph the remnants of the stamp mill monument can be seen behind my car.
My arrival at the scene did not go unnoticed, however, and soon a few young guys who look after the site (or
so they told me) appeared on the scene. To paraphrase Oliver Goldsmith, the car: “…..amazed the gazing
rustics ranged around…”. Within moments cellular phones which are far more up-to-date than my own
appeared and multiple “selfies” were taken. I took one such photo with all the interested parties posing
with the car. Doubtless the photos taken will be the subject of many a dinner party.

I then thought it may be a good idea to nip into the city centre for a picture of the actual stamp mill. I was a
bit concerned that the trusty old Massey-Ferguson engine may overheat in the dense traffic down town, but
thought it may be a good idea to give it a try anyway. I set off along the Main Reef Road but in the thick of
traffic was witness to a car accident right in front of me. That was the final straw. A quick right turn and I
was on my way home where the TR3 is once again safely parked in its garage.
The 1914 Rebellion.
When the First World War broke out at the end of July 1914, many of the burgers who had fought in the Anglo
Boer War of 1899 to 1902 saw this as an opportunity to win back their independence which they had lost to
Britain in said war. But many things had changed in the intervening decade. One of the 1902 Bitter-ender
Boer generals, Louis Botha, had become Prime Minister of the recently formed (1910) Union of South Africa,
and another, General Jan Smuts had become Minister of Defence in the Union government. Both these
gents favoured staying in the British Empire. Generals Christiaan de Wet (arguably the founder of modern
guerrilla warfare) and Christiaan Beyers were, ostensibly in favour of breaking away from the Empire.
General Koos de la Rey , one of, if not the, moral leader in the country was undecided. When the South
African Parliament decided to invade South West Africa talk of rebellion was in the air throughout the
country.
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When Gold was discovered and a General was shot here!
In the interim a gang of bank robbers, known as the Foster gang was active in Cape Town and then shifted
their focus to the Witwatersrand. In the process the gang killed a policeman, a definite capital crime.
Various road blocks were set up to catch members of the gang who, Bonnie and Clyde-style was making a
run for it. At one of the road blocks near Germiston on the east Rand a doctor Grace and his wife were shot
to death accidentally and the word was out that police were not to shoot on sight, but to stop and detain. As
a matter of interest, Dr Grace was the brother of W.C. Grace the most famous English cricket player at the
time, if not of all time. The stop and detain order did not reach the police at the Langlaagte station road
block. Generals Beyers and de la Rey were travelling from Pretoria to Potchestroom in the western
Transvaal. When they encountered the various road blocks they presumed that these were set up by their
erstwhile colleague, Jan Smuts, in an attempt to catch General Beyers who was the head of the citizen
Force. Said general had, that very day, resigned his commission and Smuts was, apparently afraid Beyers
would take the citizen force with him in a rebellion. As an ordinary citizen Beyers would not be a traitor who
could be shot on sight. So, the generals ignored the road blocks.
Unfortunately, as stated, the police at Langlaagte did not receive the revised order and when the 1912
Daimler carrying the chauffeur driven generals went through the road block the policeman on duty took a
shot at the right rear wheel, missed, and the ricochet bullet entered the car and de la Rey was killed
instantly. Had he lived, there is no doubt that he would have had a major influence on the Rebellion, one way
or the other.
The Rebellion of 1914 did take place, but the now aged Christiaan de Wet and his men on horseback were
no match for Louis Botha’s newly created motorised army. Within a matter of months the rebellion was
suppressed and it’s leaders imprisoned. Genl. Beyers drowned in the Vaal River on 8th December 1914 and
thus the only source of what exactly happened on that fateful day was silenced. To this day many people
believe that Jan Smuts had planned to do away with Genl de la Rey.
Within the following week the Foster gang took refuge in a cave in Kensington east of the city centre where
they were cornered and where they committed suicide rather than to be taken into custody.
The attached photograph was taken from
approximately the spot where the bullet entered the
car, and it shows various granite plaques affixed to
the wall of the Langlaagte Railway Station
commemorating the centenary of the events of 15th
September 1914.
I trust you will have a very good response to your
event.
Kind regards René de Villiers.
Member number 007 of The Triumph Sports Car Club of South Africa.
And Founder Member of the Johannesburg Centre, formed on 7th April 1977.
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From: Whale Tales—THE EDITOR’S DESK - Jamie Hart—August 2020
Hello from the Editors desk. It is really great to be able to produce a newsletter with some actual current
news and real recent pictures rather than going through old archives. Our first get together was a great success, proper social distancing but great fellowship which is really what this club and many similar ones are
about.

Social distancing with a view!

Gerhard’s new paint job with Tim Kent’s
coupe.

Some welcome interlopers.

COVID-19 Jokes………….from John Crowther
I hope they give us two weeks’ notice before sending us back out into the real world. I think we'll all need the
time to become ourselves again, and by "ourselves" I mean lose 10 pounds, cut our hair and get used to not
drinking at 9:00 a.m.
New monthly budget: Petrol R0, Entertainment R0, Clothes R0, Groceries R2,799.
Breaking News: Wearing a mask inside your home is now highly recommended. Not so much to stop COVID19, but to stop eating.
I stepped on my scale this morning. It said: "Please practice social distancing. Only one person at a time on
scale."
Not to brag, but I haven't been late to anything in over 6 weeks.
It may take a village to raise a child but I swear it’s going to take a vineyard to home school one.
You know those car commercials where there's only 1 vehicle on the road - doesn't seem so unrealistic these
days…
Day 37: The garbage man placed an AA flyer on my recycling bin.
The spread of Covid-19 is based on two things:
1. How dense the population is.
2. How dense the population is.
Appropriate analogy: "The curve is flattening so we can start lifting restrictions now" = "The parachute has
slowed our rate of descent, so we can take it off now".
People keep asking: "Is coronavirus REALLY all that serious?" Listen people, the churches and casinos are
closed. When heaven and hell agree on the same thing it's probably pretty serious!
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HOW MANY CAR PARTS? - Rene
Club members may find this of value.
Being a somewhat more complex car, a TR3 actually has 29 834 parts.
I think I can just see the socket under the seat.

